NOTE:
JM EPDM TAPE PRIMER OR JM SINGLE PLY MEMBRANE PRIMER (LOW VOC) MUST BE APPLIED TO ALL SURFACES COMING INTO CONTACT WITH JM EPDM PEEL & STICK FLASHINGS

STEP 1

EPDM membrane adhered to wall with JM approved membrane adhesive - (see detail E-FW-M1)
EPDM seam tape
JM EPDM tape primer on all surfaces coming into contact with EPDM seam tape

STEP 2

EPDM field membrane
JM EPDM 12" x 12" peel & stick flashing
JM EPDM tape primer
Roll flashings with hand roller under pressure in accordance with JM EPDM installation guide
Fully adhere EPDM to wall
Approved JM adhesive
EPDM seam tape
JM EPDM tape primer on all surfaces coming into contact with EPDM seam tape

TERMINATE PER E-FW-1 & E-FW-T DETAILS
APPROVED WALL SUBSTRATE

EPDM membrane attached with seam tape

JM APPROVED FASTENER & PLATE 12" (304 mm) O.C. MAX. PENETRATION DEPENDANT ON DECK MATERIAL(S).
SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR FURTHER INFO.

CREATE "PIGS EAR" WITH PEEL & STICK FLASHING AND SECURE TO MEMBRANE
JM APPROVED FASTENER & PLATE 12" (304 mm) O.C. MAX. PENETRATION DEPENDANT ON DECK MATERIAL(S).
SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR FURTHER INFO.

EPDM membrane attached with seam tape